Marrikriu ,Travel Agency and Tour Operator, offering tours and services primarily in the south
east of Sicily Baroque highlighting the look of luxury and elegance, yet experience: Luxperience
in Sicily.
Marrikriu: in Sicilian dialect means "I recreate, I regenerate." The company was born from the
desire to promote the historical, artistic, natural to every territory, highlighting the appearance
of beauty, luxury, yet experiential.
Want to experience, relationships, put in the middle of the trip the person, stimulating the 5
senses to have a souvenir to take home, listen to the voices of the land, breathing the smells
around you,
savor the gastronomic traditions, observe the landscape and remember in the heart ...Our
packages "all inclusive" are dedicated to the Hospitality Widespread.
This is an authentic and unconventional involving travelers in the true essence of Sicilian life, just
as if they lived here forever.
Widespread means for us to spread the promotion of cultural knowledge that have shaped the
history of our island. It means to spread involvement and sharing to enhance, but also to preseve and pass on the many small stories that make great history of a place.
We host in villas, luxury villas or luxury Hotel, where comfort, beauty and elegance are in the
foreground.
Travelers in some tours, can choose to stay in a single structure or whether to divide your stay
between the city and the sea, between rural and urban or rural and sea.
You discover and live unique experiences and strong ties to the territory, accompanied and
pampered by our "companions of hospitality."
Propose ad hoc routes, often outside the traditional route, with a balanced mix of sea, nature,
food and wine but also the fact of relationships with local people, knowledge of customs, stories
and traditions, trying to penetrate into the roots of a people or a territory.
The tours include all transfers from the day of arrival to the day of departure, transfers during the
planned excursions, personal escort during the tour, accommodation in homes or in the homes
selected, meals as per program, insurance. On request we can make reservations for flights and
tours in mainland Italy: Florence, Rome, Venice, Naples.
Quote for tours from € 2500.00 for person.

